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New Frosh Rep. Attends
Initial Stu-G Meeting
Katherine Mincher, the fresh-.
:aan representative to Stu-G,
attended her first meeting with
the organization on Wednesday
light. Miss Mincher, from Pennington, N. J, was elected on j
Monday night by her fellow
i lassmates to represent them for j
the year 1960-61 on the Stu-G
hoard. Stating that she was both
surprised" and "pleased" by her
, lection, she hopes that she will
be able to do a good job this
year in representing her class's
point of view in the organization. Miss Mincher is living in
Wilson House this year and now
plans to major in English.
At this same meeting the advisors for this year met with the
board, Dean Varney, Mr. David
Nelson, Professor Robert Waite, charge. Carol Sisson '61, in
and Dr. Ernest Muller. Follow- charge of entertainment, is planing the regular meeting, a des- ning a skit in which all the girls
sert was served.
on the Board will take part.
The sale of directories is going
Plan Banquet
Plans are being made for the well and the board seems to be
annual Stu-G Christmas Ban- well pleased with the effect of
quet. Susan Bates '62 is in the pictorial insert.

Rob Players Plan To Show
American, Foreign Films
This Fall the Robinson Players will begin a series of
Campus Movies that will be shown in the Little Theatre at
various dates throughout the year. Credit for planning the
program goes to Prof. David Nelson. The schedule is as
follows:

January 6: "Captain's Paradise" (British). A comedy starring Alec Guiness. He portrays a
Jekyll and Hyde of the boudoir
who does very nicely until he
accidentally mixes the gifts intended for his two wives.
February 3: "The Champion"
(American). A Stanley Kramer
production with Kirk Douglas. A
realistic study of a professional
prizefighter, and a biting analysis of the man behind the face
of a hero.
March 3: "The Magnificent
Seven" (Japanese). A sixteenth

century village is defended by
Kurosawa, the director of "Rashomon."
March 31: "Umberto D" (Italian). Vittorio de Sica's moving
study of a lonely, poverty-stricken old man trying to sustain
himself and his dog.
April 21: "Devil in the Flesh"
(French). Gerald Philippe in a
tragic love affair between a
young man and an older woman.
All films except the Japanese
will be shown at 7 and 9 p. m.
with a "Gerald Mc Boing Boing"
or "Mr. Magoo" cartoon. The
Japanese film will be shown
alone, at 7 and 9:30. Admission
to the Little Theater for each
film is $.35. All foreign films are
supplied with English subtitles.
Other films will be added if
there is campus demand.

Little Theatre

English Majors

November 19: "The Wild One"
(American). A Stanley Kramer
production starring Marlon
Brando. A night of violence and
terror ensues when a gang of
motorcyclists take over a town.

During college session the
Little

Theatre

and

Treat

Gallery will be open to the
public from 2-3 daily seven
days a week. The gallery
generally will be open during function! in the Little
Theatre.

All Freshmen who are interested at all in majoring in
English are invited to meet
in Pettigrew 200, Monday,
November 21, at 4:00 p.m.,
to consider courses, vocational opportunities, etc. Upperclassmen are also welcome.
Bring your catalog.

By Subscription

Worden Urges
Students To Buy
WRJR Stock

Prof. Snow Lectures
On American Ballards

"Radio Station WRJR is the
only campus organization not
only run entirely by students,
but also supported financially
only by the student body," asserts Kim Worden, Program Director of WRJR.
This week, the Bates Radio
Station is sponsoring a "College
Stock Market'' in order to raise
funds so that this year's radio
coverage can be greatly increased. WRJR personnel handed
out annual reports to the "stockholders" on Monday, November
14, 1960. These reports listed all
expenses and the proposed budget for this year. Shares costing
50c each will bo sold all week.

On Thursday, November 17, Professor Wilbert Snow will
lecture in the Chapel as part of the Concert and Lecture
Series. His topic will be "American Life as Revealed
through American Ballads." Lieutenant Governor of Connect-

Snow is the author of seven icut. In 1951-52 Snow was chosbooks of poetry: Maine Coa.st, en by the State Department to
The Inner Harbor, Down East, be a special lecturer on AmeriBefore the Wind, Selected can Culture and the American
Poems, Sonnets to Steve, and Way of Life. He went to twentySpruce Head. He has contributed one countries of Europe. Asia
many poems over a period of and the Middle East.
years to the leading papers and
Graduate Of Bowdoin
magazines of the country.
Snow graduated from Bowdoin
Poetry And Politics
John Minot in The Boston in 1907. He entered the graduate
Herald said of Snow's poetry, school of Fnglish at Columbia
"Wilbert Snow is a poet whom and remained there for two
New England ought to know years, leaving without obtaining
very well indeed and be exceed- a PhD degree. He did receive an
ingly grateful for. There is in- MA degree from Columbia in
dividuality in his work, a fine 1910.
The current Atlantic Monthly,
sense of word values, and an unOctober
1960. says that Snow is
failing sense of the beautiful and
Students Reap Dividends
the one who started Bill Bunyan
the dramatic."
Bates students will reap sevSnow has also been active in on his career of Balladry and
eral "dividends" by buying politics. In 1944 he was elected folk collecting.
shares of WRJR stock. The first
is thirty-two and a half hours of
continuous musical and dramatic
entertainment per week on
Bates' own radio station.
Secondly, students buying
shares of WRJR stock will be
Co-Directors Johnnie Follett '62 and Linda Westcott '61
gaining points for their dorm
announce the first all campus meeting of the Hickories Club
in dorm competition. The dorm on Friday, November 18, in the New Little Theater, at
with the most shares per capita
8:00 p.m.
*
f"
will win free tickets to a movie
...
the Outing Club. The agenda InKQ
The
guest
speaker
is
to
be
.,_„_
at the Empire Theatre in Lewisdudes a top ski movie, a talk
ton for all shareholders in that Robert (Bobo) Sheehan, a na- on his wide variety of experitional and international figure in
dorm.
ences as a coach, and his obserthe world of skiing. Sheehan has
^
sions of for.
Need Student Support
been coach of the United States,
^^
The WRJR Board of Directors, Olympic ski team, a member of I "^
"This is the first attempt of the
Kim Worden '62, Allan Wulff the Squaw Valley Planning
'62. Jack Henderson '61, Dennis Committee, and is head coach of Hickories Club to sponsor a
Akerman '61, Bob Witt '62, Lar- the Middlebury Ski Team, a post guest speaker of the calibre of
ry Sano '61, Sandy Smith '62, he has held for a number of Bobo Sheehan and we look forward to the support of the coland the fifty personnel hope to years.
lege campus," said Anderson. A
provide
"bigger and better" Presents Program
things for Bates students — more
"Sheehan is by no means a good turnout will enable us to
coverage of sporting events and newcomer to the lecturing cir- plan other programs of excelall-campus meetings, and better cuit and he offers a program of lence in the future.
musical and live dramatic en- unusual interest," said Bill AnThe price of admission is only
tertainment.
derson '61, the vice-president of twenty-five cents.

Bobo Sheehan To Include
Movie With Ski Lecture

Freshmen
The annual freshman discussions will be held this
year on Friday, November
18. Sponsored by the Christian Association, the discussion groups will meet in the
professors' homes from 7:308:30 p.m. Notices will be
placed in the Freshmen's
mailboxes announcing the
group to which they have
been assigned.

Zerby Group
Students who toured Europe with the Zerby Group
last summer are showing
their best kodachromes in
Pettigrew, Filene Room, Friday. November 18. at 4:00
p.m. Everybody is invited.

Philharmonic Music Club Plans
Open Program In Bates Chapel
The following program will be presented by the Philharmonic Music Club of Lewiston and Auburn in the College
Chapel on the evening of Friday, November 18th at eight
o'clock. This concert is open to the public. There will be no
admission fee.
5 Hungarian Rhapsody
Liszt
1 Sonata Op. 31 No. 2 Beethoven
Largo
Allegro
First Movement
Miss Shirley Merrill
2 Traume
Wagner
Lachen Und Wtii.on Schubert
Der Fischer Weiser Schubert
Sui Cidio from La Giaconda
Ponchielli
Mrs. Wynnefred Shepherd
Mrs. Ethel Durant, Accompanist
3 La Cathedrale Engloutie
Debussy
Feux d' Artifice
Debussy
Miss Merrill
4 Ta chea La Notte
Verdi
La Mia Patri from Aida Verdi
Ave Maria from "Othello"
Verdi
Mrs. Shepherd

Miss Merrill
6 American Songs
Velvet Shoes
Thompson
Pale Blue Slippers
Thompson
Summer Time
Gershwin
Facts of Life
Gershwin
Mrs. Shepherd
Mrs. Wynnefred Scott Shepherd, dramatic soprano of Richmond, Maine, has made many
appearances as a concert, oratorio and church singer not only in
Maine but in Florida and other
states.
Miss Shirley Merrill of Bangor, Maine, is a graduate of Boston University, has had a scholarship at Juilliard School of
Music.
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ArmyDebatesCarlson,
Woodbury, On U. N.

Townes Offers
Views On The
United Nations
Thursday afternoon, November
10, Mrs. Charles H. Townes, a
volunteer layman observer, addressed the students of tf\e Citizenship Laboratory. Her topic
was "a long range view of the
United Nations".
According to Mrs. Townes, the
national government takes an
active part in the U. N, We have
representatives who usually
change every four vear" with
each presidential election. The
State Department functions
through (he U. N. Commission
where non-governmental heads
meet and are briefed on coming
problems. The U. N. observers
are briefed once a week by the
Secretariat.

Cadet stresses point in recent contest. Moderator Lewis and
debaters Woodbury and Carlson are seen in background.
(Photo by Wiellette)
At 8:00 p.m. on November 11 Bates College debated West
Point on the resolution, "Resolved: that the U.N. should be
significantly strengthened." Upholding the affimative position were Cadets Cornelius and Graves of West Point, while
the negative point was upheld by Richard Carlson '62 and
Kenneth Woodbury '63 of Bates.
It was the culmination of the
the dangers mentioned obviously
Annual Discussion Contest and
do exist, but that the conditions
Debate Clinic of Bates Intersurrounding the dangers are
scholastic Debating League.
what must be investigated. "It
Cadet Cornelius opened the
is the attitude of the U. N. memissue for the affirmative side by
bers that constitutes the condiquoting from the U. N. cnarter
tions and the causes of danger
that its purpose "is to insure in... to attempt to force leaders
ternational peace and security
would weaken the U. N."
by taking collective measures to Woodbury Continues Negative
remove the threat to peace." He
Woodbury continued, "When
cited Matsu and Formosa as exthe attitudes change, the maamples of the cold war. Areas
chinery is there to be effective
where more effectiveness could
. . . the problem is the nations,
be reached, Cornelius felt are:
not the U.N." He stated that
1. aid to underdeveloped na- the U. N. reflects the causes, not
tions, 2. the world court, 3. a
creates them; therefore, we must
world wide monitoring system
change the cause, not the reflecinvolving .the use of satellites.
tion.
Cornelius Gives Affirmative
Returning to the affirmative
Cornelius stated the affirmaside, Cadet Graves maintained
tive proposal, "We of the affirmthat they had not said the U.N.
ative propose that 1. all nations
had done no good. As a soluenlarge economic aid, 2. comtion for areas where the UN is
pulsory jurisdiction of the world
weak, Graves proposed that the
court in certain fields and, 3. the
•U. S. step forward in the posilaunching of a space satellite obtion of world leadership to deservatory manned by neutral- velop peace.
ists."
Graves then listed the advanWoodbury, the first speaker for
tages of the affirmative proposal.
the negative, then defined the
He summarized his position by
negative position by saying that
(Continued on page four)

Calendai
Wednesday, November 16
Vespers, Chapel, 9:30-10:00
p. m.
Thursday, November 17
Lecture. Chapel, 8:00 p.m.
Friday, November 18
Zerby Tour Slides, Filene
Room, 4:00-5:00 p.m.
Philharmonic Club Concert,
Chapel, 8:00 p.m.
Freshmen Discussions, Professors' Homes, 7:30 p. m.
Saturday, November 19
Rob Players Movie, "The Wild
One," Little Theater 7:00
p. m. and 9:00 p. m.
Sunday, November 20
Music, Women's Union, 2:005:00 p.m.

Pomeroy Dies
Professor Emeritus Fred E.
Pomeroy '99, died on November
1. Pomeroy had taught at Bates
for forty-eight years before his
retirement. Upon retirement
Pomeroy received over four
hundred testimonials from former students all over the country. He was the founder of the
biology course at Bates.
The funeral was neld on
Thursday. November 3 in the
College Chapel. Dr. Percy Vernon conducted the services.

COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.

Chapel Schedule

PRESCRIPTIONS

Friday, November 18
Dr. Peter P. Jonitis
Monday, November 21
Music
Wednesday, November 23
Reverend E. L. Fehlau, Pastor
of the Lutheran Church of
Lewiston

PROMPTLY FILLED!

*
"You rely on your doctor —

rely on u$"
*
143 COLLEGE ST - LEWISTON, ME
Tel STate 2 3771

David Nichols Discusses
State Republican Victory
David Nichols, a member of
the class of '42 and presently the
State Committee Chairman of
the Republican Party in Maine,
was the chapel speaker on Monday, November 14. Mr. Nichols
presented his observations on
the campaign and told of some
of the procedures used by the
Republicans to achieve their total victory in Maine.

the setting of quotas for each
committee as to how many votes
they should garner. Mr. Nichols
also pointed out that "local democratic candidates are very careful not to identify themselves
with the National party or platform, and that we fail to bring
home the basic differences between the parties."
Cites Debates
"What was the contribution of
the debates to the campaign?
questioned Mr. Nichols. "Both on
the national level and locally in
Maine, they tended to equalize
the candidates," he said, and
though that helped in Maine, it
cost Mr. Nixon the election.
In closing, Mr. Nichols quoted
what Benjamin Franklin said after the Constitutional Convention, "We have given you a Republic, if you can keep it."

Sees Problems
"This year the Republicans in
Maine were faced with two major problems; the division within
the party and the apathy of local organizations," said Nichols.
Some of the things the Republicans did to help local commitNuclear Wdr Unlikely
tees were: a census, to get peoThe Commission to Study Or- ple to register and vote; a teleganization of Peace works to- phone canvas, to inform disabled
ward the U.N. ideal of peace. persons of absentee balloting and
This body sees two road* open,
nuclear war or coexistence. Nuclear war is unlikelv since the
leaders of the big powers wish
to avert it.
The U. N. is trying to prevent
the spread of the Cold War both
Speaking in Chapel, Friday, November 11, was Mrs.
geographically and in issues. It Charles H. Townes, official observer for the United Nations
helps to narrow the differences
Cultural Service. Most important among her many activibetween the East and West. The
General Assembly plays an im- ties is her work in interpreting the UN and its enterprises
portant part in this goal as it to people outside the organization.
has the power to discuss any
Mrs. Townes presented a brief
subject which is not on the glimpse of the UN and its setting ing of nuclear weapons another
agenda of the Security Council. in her opening remarks. She gap is coming slowly to a close
Forces Fight For Peace
stated that through history we as the smaller countries insist
United Nations peace forces have seen the world ruled by the that the large powers meet to
have sometimes been used in strong and powerful for many discuss testing policies.
In conclusion Mrs. Townes
the fight for peace. A recent ex- generations. But today we have
ample of this is the peace force reached an era of climax in said, "there has never been in
in the Congo which is serving as which it is realized that "there this world before, so much incooperation."
We
an "umbrella under which the can be no victor in war." The ternational
Congo people can set up their need for an organization to pro- note a responsibility between
own government". As in the pre- mote peace was satisfied in es- countries to help each other so
ceding example, the U. N. has tablishing the UN in June, 1945. the people of the world are
given an opportunity to live and
found that different troops are Effort To Unite Powers
needed for different situations.
"There has been an effort re- develop their potentials to the
The Trusteeship Council rep- cently to narrow the differences utmost.
resents the development of between countries." stated Mrs.
ethics in the realm of the fate of Townes. The Congo, though now
lands conquered in wars. A liberated, was not trained for
country which is made a trustee self-government. Thus the UN
for another country must submit stepped in with economic, edureports to the Trusteeship Coun- cational, and health aids while
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
cil on that country's educational the Congo decided upon who was
and economic growth, as well as to represent them. In the test- I Dial M for Murder
advancing the people to self=: RAY MILLAND
GRACE KELLY
government.
Ritz Theatre
ROBERT CUMMINGS
Works Toward Social
THUR.-SAT.:
JOHN WILLIAMS
Improvement
"ADVENTURES OF
ANTHONY DAWSON
The World Health Organiza- HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
Tony Randall
tion is working to wipe out dis"G id get"
"PLATINUM
eases, particularly malaria. The
I
SANDRA DEE
JAMES DARREA
International Bank makes loans SUN.-TUE.: HIGH SCHOOL" | SUE GEORGE
JO MORROW
to needy countries. At present - TWO ADULT FEATURES the Metang River Valley in 'COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL'
I Fri. Continuous from 2 P. M.
Southwest Asia is being charSteve Allen
I Sat. Continuous from 1 P. M.
tered for industrialization. All
"BETWEEN TIME AND
I Sun. Continuous from 3 P. M.
these are ways in which the U. N,
ETERNITY"
is improving social conditions.
(Closed Wednesdays)

U. N. Observer Cites Coexistence
As Answer To World Situation

j

EMPIRE

PLNOWNG

+

WALTDISNETS

Plus —
DISNEY CARTOON
CARNIVAL
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
"JOURNEY TO
THE LOST CITY"
with.
DEBRA PAGET
PAUL CHRISTIAN
in Colorscope

+
FOR PIZZAS

WHO
DARFD
TECHNICOLORewHIMKTfWOuCnMl

PRISCILLA

IN YOUR DORM . . .
With An Order Of 10 Pizzas Or Italian
Sandwiches, A Free One Will Be Given
To The Person Who Picks Up The Order

HOBBY SHOPPE

+

+
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Guidance
News . . .

Ivy Leaves

Colby Forms Car^Club,
Blackout Strikes Maine

Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

Max Gordon's

Hoi Pastromi - Corned Beef
NEW LOCATION
120 Center St.
On Route 4 - Auburn

OUR FIRST WINNER

Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine

of the
FREE

$100.00

GIFT

CERTIFICATE
Given Away Every Monday
Night
MISS CAROL LANDRY
Bates College, Lewiston

Sales Increase; SisterWritesLetter
Play Rehearsals About New School
Are Under Way (Editor's Note: The following

article consists of excerpts from
a letter Peter Achorn '61 received
"The production is on sched- from his younger sister.)
Friday night after dinner
ule" . . . "Rehearsals are well
under way," reports Miss Schaef- Dear Peter:
I take my typewriter cover in
fer as Bates awaits the opening hand ... a new cover and a new
of Robinson Players' production typewriter . . . Royal . . baby
of Tartuffe, the well-known blue and convention (al) grey.
See? That's what I call it at least.
French comedy by Moliere.
It's 9 months old and that's old
Committees Work Hard
enough to be new but still broken
With less than a month left in. It's a honey! It has Elite type
before curtain time all the com- as you can see. So what color is
mittees are in full swing. The the moon with you? Blue. What
best news comes from ticket else?
chairman, Sara Ault '62. The Cook Sulfer And Iron
ticket sales are far in excess of
Everyone is sorry that they
what they were last year at this they haven't written bat I
time, and have been even better would'nt believe them if I were
than hoped for this year. Over you. Hiprocasy you know.
half of Friday night's house has
We got our class pictures taken
been sold out with more tickc Is yesterday. STINKO.
being bought daily. The excelWe had a fire drill today.
lent facilities of the new theater
All the chem classes have been
are being "put to work."
cooking sulfer and iron filings.
DOUBLE STINKO!!!
Lists Committees
Teacher Takes Long Way
James Evans '62, chairman of
My algebra teacher can't even
the light committee reports that explain work as easily as I can!
light plots are being made up to What I mean is that he takes the
make full use of the modern long way around things and exlighting system. Don Morton '62 plains a problem by doing it on
and his committee have recently the board. If you still don't see
started set construction with the it he just does the job over again.
new equipment and :ools. The I have to teach myself the stuff
costume committee headed by I don't remember! Sorrow and
Jane Sauer '63 presents one of Pain. Existence is but an illusion
the more difficult backstage tech- or allusion as the case may be.
niques. Women's costumes are
I got a 81 on the speech test on
now being designed, while the words and their derivations. That
men's costumes will have to be was on the whole a good class
rented. Other committees also mark. We have another one on
hard at work are makeup, head- Monday.
ed by Marianne Bickford '62 and Likes Unpredictability
publicity, directed by Brad But- Of Chemistry
ler '61.
I got an 80 on a chem test. You
can see what kind of a student I
am! I love the class though and
it is my favoritest of all and Mr.
Kinakin is my wonderfullest
teacher. The only thing I'm good
for in the class is asking questions! We never stay on the topic
yet while the topic may shift it
never goes off chemistry! We're
all too interested in it! Like today we were innocently talking
about the periodic table and the
relative activity of elements and
we ended up braking an evaporating dish, burning sodium(?),
burning a wastpaper basket of
paper that a piece of white phosphorus (?) flew into, etcning a
piece of glass by hydroflurice (?)
acid, and being last to lunch.
See? That's why I like it too.
UNPREDICTABLE!!!!!
Comments On Subjects
Worried Abners wait for the
They mark by A, B, C, D, E,
phone to ring.
(Talbot)
and F. Weird-o.
CHICKEN - CHOPS
Typing is my fun subject. Even
STEAKS - LOBSTERS
Left Field Correction if I still type my two-fingered
Special Noonday Luncheons
Parties - Banquets - Receptions
way now at home. Like now.
The STUDENT regrets an er- Can't you tell?
Parking, Mun. Lot, Rear Hotel
ror in the "Left Field" column of
Algerbra's droppy.
Speech is getting not so sinch-y.
last week's issue. The title of
Buy Where Most Barbara Probst Solomon's new English will be a breeze. Books
and poetry and short stories ALL
Bates People Do book is The Beat of Life, not YEARLONG!!!
The Best of Life.
Chem I love ... as I said
Valiant - Plymouth - DeSoto
before.
Morris - MGA - Simca
History is nice but I fear she's
going to slow up . . . darn it all!
GUARANTEED USED CARS
I think it's a nice pace.
Chem lab is too short. I only
Service on All Makes of Cars
have one period unlike the two
that most of the kids have. I like
See Shep Lee at
it though.
Likes Gym And Learning
Advance
Gym is nice and easy compared
Campus
Agents
Auto Sales, Inc.
to some Gym classes I've had.
Lunch is sad.
BILL LERSCH
24 Franklin Street
I like learning. I want to go to
BILL DAVIS
Dial 4-5775 • Auburn. Me.
school more often and have more
,
(Continued on page four)

Seniors — The Maine General
By LINDA BROWNING '64
Office of the New York Life InYes,
Bates
and
Maine battled "in a hard fought game that
urance Company has recently
could
have
gone
either way." The important thing is that
announced Agency Trainee opportunities for prospective liber- Bates tied by means of brilliant play in the last two minutes
al arts graduates. Any Bates men of the game.
sented by young men from
.nterested in life insurance work
'Dirigoes" Form Singing Group Greece, Nigeria, and Norway.
are encouraged to write directly
There is more competition at Evidently, students at the Uni:o Mr. Don H. Stimpson, Maine
General Office, New York Life (he University ol Maine. Nine versity of Maine are finding
Insurance Company, 477 Con- Maine coeds have formed a new equal pleasure. Thirty-five stugress Street. Portland 3, Maine. ringing group. These girls, the dents are enrolled, and two men
"Dirigoes," recently gave their 1'iom India are doing post doctoSeniors — The Immigration and nrst performance, so Merri- rate research there.
Naturalization Service has re- manders beware.
So many ideas are ialsely
cently announced openings for
Frank Stred, educational tele- founded about the ways of life
Port Receptionists. Candidates vision coordinator from Bates, ir ioreign countries. What better
-hould be young ladies between was present at a meeting held to way is there to find out about a
the ages of 19 and 24, preferably plan closed circuit television for country than by actually living
with a foreign language m;>jor or Maine. During the two-day meet- there and talking with the peobackground. Further details and ing at the University of Maine, ple? Each of the students is acapplication forms are available the preliminary draft of the sur- tually a goodwill ambassador,
in the Guidance and Placement vey was discussed. This survey promoting world peace.
Office.
was made possible through a Middlebury Considers
grant
of $20,500 from the Ford Young Americans
The Board of U. S. Civil Service
In the same vein, Middlebury
Examiners is accepting applica- foundation.
tions for Internal Revenue Norwicn Eliminates Fraternities is considering the organisation
There has been much debate of a chapter of Young Americans
Agents. These application': will
be accepted before graduation if about the worth of fraternities on lor Freedom. "At present the
the student expects to complete the college campus. At Norwich members of the group feel that
all courses required for gradua- University last year "fraternities the forces of communism are the
tion within nine months of filing. were eliminated and class clubs greatest single threat to our libA brochure is available with were nominated to replace them. erties and that to protect them
further details in the Guidance The administration felt that the which serves 'the just interests
system did not fit in with the we should have a foreign policy
and Placement Office.
over-all picure of military col- of the United States.'"
The Educational Testing Service lege life.
Blackout Darkens Maine
has made a preliminary an"Under the new system, fresh"Some closed their books and
nouncement for the dates of the men have a class house to them- went to bed, others (male) deGraduate Record Examinations selves. This house is ofl bounds cided to take advantage of their
for 1961-2. Registration deadlines for all upperclassmen. The three Bangor-Hydro given opportunity
for the first two dates are No- upper classes each have a house and made a dash for the women's
vember 3, 1961 and January 5, of their own."
dormitories only to find the au1962.
Colby Forms Car Club
thorities waiting for them with
The sports Car Club of Colby flashlights."
Waller S. Barr Fellowships for
is now in operation with the full
What was the occasion? A cir1961-62 are available to students
cooperation of the faculty and cuit breaker snapped at the Uniwho are residents of Hampden
ihe Maine State Police. -'The versity of Maine and plunged the
County, Massachusetts. Candiclub's aims are three, one, to campus into darkness. The blackdates are expected to take the
promote safe driving; two. to in- out seemed to prove that the stuGraduate Record Examinations
crease the understanding of dents are developing a sense of
and to file application by Jansmall, high-compression engined responsibility for elderly people
uary 3, 1961. For further informcars; three, to provide events that were assisted by students
ation contact the Guidance and
satisfy the interests of small car down to the library, and more
Placement Office.
enthusiasts. The only qualifica- girls were assisted by male stution needed to become a member dents than chased by them.
of the club in enthusiasm."
Sadie Calls At Bates
Foreign Students Enroll
While the Maine campus was in
Bates students are greatly en- darkness, the Bates campus was
joying the company of their in chaos. Girls raced from one
friends for foreign lands. The room to the next, screaming,
Freshman Class is well icpre- "The line's busy! It's busy!" The
men clustered around their
phones waiting to hear the ring
and the seductive, "Hello! Sadie
Hawkins calling."
The phones in the men's dorms
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
(Continued on page four)
Hamburgers - Hot Dogs

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family

""* By SANDRA PROHL '64

~Hotel ELM

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners

9/uu^7lffAn
JEWELER

Main Office: Augusta, Maine

73 Lisbon St.

Lewiston
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Editorials
After The Fact
The smoke has cleared from the electioneering battlefield;
both sides have finished analyzing the results and the causes
of the results. The winner of the Presidential Election, John
F. Kennedy, has smilingly retired to Florida for a vacation
as has loser Richard M. Nixon. For the time being Kennedy
will be engaged in formulating and organizing his policies
and aims for his coming term.
There is now a short breather for the President-Elect before the attrition of the day-in day-out burden of the office
sets in. In this brief space, before the country gets caught
up in the pressures of a new administration, it would be a
good idea to examine the situation. Kennedy received 50.2%
of the votes cast and Nixon received 49.8'i of the votes cast.
This constitutes a difference, obviously, of only .4%. Kennedy did not receive his overwhelming mandate from the
people, hence he must tread observently along the paths he
wishes to follow. Kennedy's electoral margin was close to
one hundred, but his popular margin was extremely small.
Coalitions Exist
The Senate and the House now have clear-cut Democratic
majorities, but due to the ever present coalitions between
Southern Democrats and conservative Republicans; and between liberal Republicans and liberal Democrats it will be
difficult to ram or power through Congress any legislation
running to extremes. It is unlikely that any radical or extremely liberal legislation could appear. The narrow popular margin of his victory coupled with the coalitions in Congress could slow Mr. Kennedy's liberal process of progress
to some degree.
Age Plays Large Role
Another fact Kennedy will have to accept is his age in
relation to the ages of the political heads of other countries.
Our allies, England, Macmillan, 66; Fiance, de Gaulle, 70
and West Germany, Adenauer, 84 are led by men a good deal
older than Kennedy 43. Kennedy will be a young leader of
the most powerful country in the world. It will take an extreme amount of personal technique for a younger man to
command the respect of and achieve co-operation with these
men. It may have been assumed, erroneously, by some Democrats that Kennedy can lead these men, through his position, quite easily, but it is at best a delicate task, and there
is an incompatibility of age.
It may be assumed, quite reasonably, that Kennedy had
better be able to at least command the respect of these men.
He is the political leader of the United States, the most powerful country in the world. As such it is the figurehead of
the West, the country to whom other countries look for
leadership. To fail in being able to lead these men puts the
U. S. in a position of peril for we will not have the strong
support of our allies.
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Letters To The Editor
WHO FIRED PEGGY?
To the Editor:
Whoever it was it took an
amazing amount of courage to
fire somone who wished to be
with her family on Thanksgiving, instead of working in the
Bobcat Den.
For those of you who haven't
noticed, Peggy, who worked the
evening shift at the Den is no
longer with us. Last Saturday,
while professing a desire to
spend Thanksgiving with her
family, which includes three
children, she was delivered an
ultimatum. Work Thanksgiving,
or work no more. Peggy locked
up the Den Saturday night for
the last time.
Believes Den Can Close
The
situation
concerning
Thanksgiving has become an
outdated and tiring subject, but
really, this is a "bit much." True,
the student body isn't going
home, but at least we have the
day off. I don't think anyone
would object too strongly if the
Den wasn't opened. I'm quite
sure that there will be no one
behind the always ringing cash
registers in the Book Store,
which is a surprise in itself,
considering that toy turkeys,
bearing the inscription, "Wish
you were here" might be sold at
a huge profit to those students
wishing to send one home to
their parents reminding them
that it really is the last Thursday in November, no matter
what Bates College offers on the
subject.
Orders Work
It takes nerve to ask a person
to work on a day such as
Thanksgiving. What it takes to
tell a person that they work
Thanksgiving or don't work at
all, I won't go into, out of respect for the female readers of
this newspaper. A mistake has
been made, and maybe for the
first time in its glorious and
precedent-filled history, Bates
College will reconsider and rehire Peggy. If those responsible
won't reconsider, good luck with
your holiday turkey, it could
taste mighty tough. If it does,
may I refer you to the Bookstore. They're having a special
on Bromo Seltzer this week.
Happy Indigestion!
Doug Rowe '61

A LONGER VIEW
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter as a
result of the Faculty decision
concerning Thanksgiving vacation. It seems that the introduction of the trimester program as
an argument has changed the issue somewhat; but what is disturbing, however, is the lack of
information given the students
concerning the reasons for the
change.
Advocates Informing Students
If we, the students, are taught
and trained well, we should have
or be forming critical minds and
becoming mature, rational individuals. Therefore, if we are
taught well (and we are told
that we are) our opinion should
have been consulted, as this
would have shed much light on
the problem. If we had been informed of this vacation policy
when it was first mentioned,
rather than be confronted with
J-2 - like explanations there
would have been much greater
harmony achieved.
The consequences of an action
like the above mentioned, are
far reaching. It tends to build
barriers between the students,
faculty,
and
administration.
There is an appalling lack of
unity on this campus now and
any such actions, as the above
mentioned only cements these
barriers. Some of the consequences of these barriers are:
apathy — which pervades the
campus now and will penetrate
into classes; rebellion — if not
mature, is a normal reaction;
and the stunting of the development of the highly touted — well
rounded, liberally educated individual.
Disunity Shows Failure
I would suggest that in the future, when a policy that directly
concerns the students, such as a
vacation or trimester program, is
being planned several Juniors
and Seniors be consulted. They
could be class officers, honor students, etc. This would not be
giving in to the students; this
would be working together harmoniously for the benefit of all.
The disunity on this campus
shows that the students, the faculty, and the administration are
failing to work responsibly.
George Goodall Jr. '61

Letter To Pete

£>^ VoocLU*

(Continued from page three)
classes! I'm really not nutz.
Really I'm not.
No television, no music, no
movies, no spending: just the
books, bank, and boys! Don't I
sound upstanding. If you take
into consideration the fact that
all the boys are for is to moon
an swoon over. That's what all
the other girls do: go steady,
break up, bleach their hair, go
steady, break up, go out for
Hocky, go steady, etc. How cliulll.
Nothing else to say that I can
think of you it's your turn to
think of something intelegent!
love and other indoor sports,
susie

Debate
(Continued from page two)
saying, 'The U. N. can increase
its power by taking active
measures in the world today."
Carlson then proceeded with
the negative position by stepping
to the edge of the stage and
asking "We can step forward,
but the question is, where do we
step to?"

Jsfi yield
By RICHARD CARLSON '62
The scarcity of young organists of potentially first-rate talent is so widely recognized these
days that we are in danger of
overlooking those few promising
newcomers who appear on the
international scene. One of this
blessed handful in gracing our
campus this year in the person of
Dr. Leonard Raver. His suberb
artistry and astonishing knowledge of musical history were given a long-awaited unveiling in a
concert on November 7.
Trumpeters And Violinists Assist
Donned in tuxedo, and displaying a concert hall formality all
too rarely seen at this school Dr.
Raver whisked his audience
through a most delightful threecentury survey of organ repertoire. Beginning with a noble
Prelude and Fugue in E minor
by the relatively unappreciated
late 17th century composer, Nikolaus Bruhns, Dr. Raver continued with the stirring Purcell
Voluntary in C major, aided very
ably by trumpeters Charles Davis '61 and William Holt '63. Raver's treatment of the Bach Prelude and Fugue in G major could
have benefited by a slightly more
biting attack in the upper registers, but then I prefer mathematical Bach.
Strings being the difficult instruments they are, there was
some discomfort during the three
Mozart sonatas; but the sheer joy
of hearing the lovely 9th and the
best-loved 15th by far outweighed the difficulty in intonation. Violinists Allen Schmierer
'63 and Nona Long '63 and cellist Carol Long provided the
string accompaniment.
Contemporary Music Evokes
Discomfort
Discomfort of another kind
spread through much of the audience with the playing of the
contemporary pieces. The nervous little squirm, the helpless,
the offended, grin, grimace, or
the head-in-hands in "deep concentration" are usually the characteristics of a contemporary audience listening to the music its
age and culture is producing.

Ivy Leaves

The First Suite for Organ by
Ullyssses Kay was composed in
1958 and introduced in Europe
by Dr. Raver the following year.
The Suite is distinguished by a
most intriguing second movement and the exciting third
movement racing to a devastating final chord, made the whole
concert worthwhile for this reviewer. The Binkerd Cantilena,
composed in 1956, is an extremely melodic little piece, while
Myron Roberts' Homage to Perotin, of the same year, returns us
to the power and nobility of the
17th century works.
Gives Two Encores
We were dashed back to the
most maudlin of realities by Dr.
Raver's first encore, Leon Boellmann's Ronde Francaise; but all
were sent soaring again with the
second encore, the Toccata and
Fugue in D minor.

(Continued from page three)
had been put out of order, so the
eager Sadies were still cilling
worried Abners at eleven o'clock
Thursday evening. From the
looks of ecstasy on each Sadie's
face, she got her man, "and
no two ways about that, eHher."

I certainly hope that these
concerts will continue as often as
Dr. Raver can prepare them.
Bates is starved for music like
this. If we don't make as much
use of our visiting professor's
generous talent as we can, we're
the ones to blame.

Best wishes to engaged seniors,
Mary Morton and Carl Cowan.
A phone-y deal — the
lines were dangling, but the
bait got tangled at the wrong
end. Belter luck next leap
year, girls.
Confuscius say: Red flag on
parking meter, white flag on
convertible, man in blue most
observant.
There's probably only one
city in the good ole U.S.A.
where Christmas comes before
Thanksgiving.
You
guessed it.
Lady luck smiled upon a campus lassie in the form of $100.
Use it in the best of health,
Carol.
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Banquets Climax Fall Sports Season
Vandersea Picked For Award;
Boston, Welch Named Captains
By SKIP MARDEN
"Bates is going to play an eight-game schedule in football"; "We are always overmatched"; "Why don't we play
omeone our own size?"; "Drop Tufts"; "We are always over• natched", and ad infinitum. This mere cataloguing of the
umors exchanged and the opinions expressed by campus
ports zealots shows a fixation on scheduling matters.
Although it has never been common policy in the past for
;his column to agree with the athletic administration of the
.ollege, I went to visit Dr. Lux concerning the principles
and problems of scheduling and emerged in complete agreement with his statement, "The only person that is always
wrong is the Athletic Director." Fearful that some might
take this remark out of context and develop it into one with
universal significance, it should be qualified to say that in
matters of scheduling, whatever course of action the Athietic Director follows, someone will be displeased.
There are five basic factors that handicap the Athletic
Department when attempting to formulate schedules — size,
athletic philosophy, traditional rivalries, location, and the
law of unpredictability.
1. SIZE. In terms of male enrollment, Bates is the smallest New England school fielding a varsity football team playing a major schedule, and in other sports they are equally
handicapped. In scheduling larger teams, Bates faces another problem — the major area powers face a "nothing to
ijain and everything to lose" situation in scheduling the Bobcats. To cite an actual case, even if scheduling dates had been
arranged, Holy Cross would hesitate to face Bates in track.
If they had won, everyone would say "So what"; but if
Bates had won . . .
2. PHILOSOPHY. Bates is also handicapped (but one
that is highly approved of) by a philosophy that places academics over athletics. If the faculty would lower the college's academic standards, Bates could recruit a team that
would defeat Notre Dame (although this is a very poor
analogy in 1960). It is clear that a number of the other colleges and universities in New England do not place academics and athletics in the same ratio as does Bates.
3. TRADITIONAL RIVALRIES. A third problem in
scheduling is the existence of many traditional groupings of
colleges in New England — the Ivy League, the Yankee Conference, the Little Three, the M.I.A.A., etc. When playing
other schools, Bates must fit their schedules around their
traditional games, and visitors to the Lewiston campus must
take into consideration the Bobcats' State Series obligations.
4. LOCATION. Bates College is located in Lewiston,
Maine. This inane remark has implications in the area of
scheduling. To put this on a time-cost-distance relationship,
few teams want to travel miles across the tundra of northern
New England to play one game and then return home.
Since Bates teams lack the money to do the same, and hence
all concerned will attempt to arrange more than one game in
the area.
5. LAW OF UNPREDICTABILITY. The final factor
handicapping the Athletic Director in scheduling is the law
of unpredictability which is active even after all other
problems are ironed out. For example, Bates prepares its
football schedule five years in advance, and who in 1955
would have predicted that Tufts would be a leading candidate for the Lambert Cup as the best small college team in
the East. Likewise, how could Northeastern, who easily
dispatched Bates by 80 points in track five years ago, predict that in 1957-60 inclusive turn-about would be fair play.
With all this evidence assembled, there appears to be three
possible courses of action — (1) "grin and bear it" under
the present system, (2) eliminate intercollegiate athletics, or
(3) develop John Bertram Hall into an athletic dormitory,
recruit big, fast, tough ball players, and forget about them
flunking out since they would be in a special "Phys. Ed. curriculum". By far, the present condition seems tolerable at
best.

Last Thursday evening, the
annual Fall Sports Banquet was
held at Chase Hall as the climax
to the football and cross-country
seasons. As a highlight to the
evening, Toastmaster Raymond
Castelpoggi presented President
Charles F. Phillips, who spoke
very briefly on the use of the
Colby game as a poor criterion to
judge the entire Bates football
season.
Boston To Lead Harriers
Walter Slovenski presented the
1960 cross-country awards as
briefly reviewing the season and
predicting that the day will
come when his harriers will defeat Maine. Slovenski also announced the selection of Larry
Boston as the 1961 cross-country
captain. Boston has been a constant performer for the Garnet
in both track and cross-country
for three years.
Next, Coach Bob Hatch presented Howard "Big Bed" Vandersea
with the Alan C. Goddard
Achievement Award for the 1960
season.
Remarking that the
award was not a "most unproved" selection, he lauded
Vandersea for his fine work at
center throughout the season after being converted from a tackle position.
Hatch next announced that
Donald "Bear" Welch wai
elected as the 1961 football
captain. Welch, a three-year
letter-winner, was injured in
the Union game and sidelined for the season, but
should be a major asset to
the Bobcats in 1961.
Various awards were presented
including Senior Honor Awards
by Dr. Lloyd N. Lux, crosscountry letters and numerals by
Coach Slovenski, and football
awards by Coach Hatch.

HOWARD VANDERSEA and DONALD WELCH post after
being honored at the annual Fall Sports Banquet. Welch was
picked as 1961 football captain, and Vandersea received the
Goddard Achievement Award.
(Photo by Harris)

OUTGOING CAPTAIN DICK YERG congratulates new soccer co-captain Lee Nute as David Rushforth, re-elected as
co-captain, looks on.
(Photo by Harris)

Football Letters
John J. Belmont Jr. '61, Paul
J. Castolene '63, John T. Curtiss
'63, William E. Davis III '63, Captain Richard B. Ellis '61, Robert
G. Enastrom '61, Bradford T.
Greene '61, Richard A. Gurncy
'61, Robert W. Halliday '63, O.
The 19S0 Bates soccer learn
Swift Hathaway '63, Richard A.
Jeffers '61, James F. Keenan, '61,
announced the election of
William F. Lersch Jr. '62. Dougjunior Dave Rushforth and
las G. Memery '63, Raymond B.
Parkin Jr. '64, Paul D. Planchon
sopho?)iore Lee Nute as co'64, Philip R. Tamis '63. Dennis
captains
of the 1961 soccer
R. Tourse '62, Howard S. Vandersea *63. Richard ri. Watkins
team at their banquet last
'61, Donald L. Welch '62, Robert
Saturday afternoon.
J. Williams '63, Edmund J. Wilson '62, and manager Jerry A.
Rushforth,
a bio - chemistry
Badger '61.
major from Wethersfield, Conn(Continued on page six)
ecticut, was also a co-captain
this past season. He was captain of Wethersfield High
School's soccer team in 1957, and
was named All-Connecticut cenDec. 1 at M. I. T.
ter halfback that year. He has
1 *at Maine
been a starter at center half for
7 •Bowdoin
8 at U. N. H.
the Bobcats for the past three
9 at U. S. Coast Guard seasons, and is regarded by
13 •Colby
Maine coaches as one of the best
29, 30, 31 at Downcast
in the state. Dave holds the
Classic
Jan. 4 •Maine
best individual game scoring
7 U. N. H.
record with three goals against
11 •at Bowdoin
St. Francis in 1959.
12 Tufts
14 at Springfield
Intramural Hoop Star
Feb. 2 at Brandeis
4 Babson
In addition to soccer, Rush8 •at Colby
forth
plays baseball and last
11 Northeastern
winter was selected on the STU14 •at Maine
17 Wesleyan
DENT'S All-Intramural basket18 Clark
ball quintet. He is also a member
22 •Bowdoin
of the Deansmen and a Student
25 •Colby
Council member.
•State Series

Soccermen Select Nute,
Rushforth To Lead Team

Bates 1960-1961

Baseball Schedule

Lee Nute of Osterville, Mass.,
learned his soccer at Brewster
Academy in New Hampshire
where he was the team's high
scorer in 1958. A small, tricky,
ball maneuverer, Nute has been
a mainstay at inside right for
the Garnet in 1959 and 1960. Lee
is also the president of the Class
of 1963.
A summary of Bates scoring for 1960 shows that
freshman Steve Barron and
sophomore Miklos Harmati
tied with three goals each.
Brad Garcelon tallied two,
and Jim Nye and Jamie
Schloss pounded in one
apiece.
The team expressed their
thanks to Al Doherty, who
served as team manager. Doherty played right wing in 1959 but
suffered a badly broken leg in
a skiing accident last winter and
was unable to play this year.
Steverins Bishop of Panda
University was the guest speaker
at the banquet.
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Field Hockey, Intramurals Featured
Garnet Coeds Look "Good", But
Finish Third In Tournament Play
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The girls took over the sports
spotlight this week, as far as
State Series action was concerned, as teams from Bates,
Colby and the University of
Maine fought for the Field Hockey crown, with Bates serving as
host for this year's action. The
teams played a round - robin
series with each team playing
two games. The playing field was
short of regulation length, so
that each team played with only THE SMITH SOUTH "REBELS" happily pose after winning
seven girls in the game at one Intramural Touch Football championship by edging the West
Parker "Rover Boys" 13-6.
(Photo by Wiellette)
time.
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Sophs Pace Garnet
Playing for Bates were Judy
IN FIELD HOCKEY action on Rand Field, Bates and Colby
Warren
'63, Elizabeth Bonner '61,
coeds fight for possession of the ball as the Mulettes won 6-1.
Judy
Kestila
'63, Sue Herman
(Photo by Wilkins)
'63, Paola Mangiacapva '61,
Louise Norlander '62, Kathy
WJ£
Pease
'63, Sue Ramer '62, Louise
(Continued from page five)
Reed
'61,
Claire Jaggard '61, and
Cross Country Letlers
Nancy
Mamrus
'64.
Edgar A. Belden '63, Larry T.
Four Bates football players
Boston '62, William H. Dunham
The games were free swinging
Jr. '63, Edward R. Margulies '63, were selected to Middlebury ColCaptain DeWitt S. Randall '61, lege's "All-Opponent'' team as and colorful, with the girls showEric C. Silverberg '64, and man- the Panthers chose the eleven ing some of the fighting spirit
ager Norton S. Bradley '62.
gridders who had been the best usually reserved for men's athFootball Numerals
for the opposition in their re- letic events. In the morning acRussell J. Baker, Donald F. spective positions during the tion the Bates coeds lost to ColBlumenthal, William C. Descary, Middlebury seven-game season. by 6-1, with Judy Warren scorJohn R. Devendorf, John P.
ing the only Bates goal. The
Swift Hathaway was chosDonovan Jr., William G. Evans,
Colby girls scored early and were
William J. Graham Jr., John J.
en at the quarterback spot,
Perkoski Jr., David M. Perkoski
in control all the way.
while John Curtiss was
Jr., David M. Piasecki, Arthur L.
picked as fullback, Howard
Maine then edged Colby, and
Purinton II, Robert W. Ranaldi,
Vandersea was selected as
Paul W. Sadlier, John W. Schatz,
in the afternoon a much imRonald A. Stead, Daniel E.
the center, and Paul Castoproved Bates team battled Maine
Stockwell, David E. Stockwell,
lene was selected as an end.
to a 2-2 tie. The Bobcat coeds
Leonard T. Swazey '63, Robert
Since the most any other school were much sharper in this one.
P. Ahern, Stephen S. Talbot,
Leigh P. Campbell, David C. had selected were two, this trib- The spirt and caliber of play
Campbell, and David F. Whelen. ute to the Bates team indicates were much better than in the
Cross Country Numerals
the caliber of football that the Colby game. The goals were
Richard P. Rae, Edward W. Garnet played in their frustrat- scored by Sue Herman and Judy
Thomas Jr., Stephen C. Ullian, ing 14-14 tie against the visiting Warren tallied her second of the
John R. Wilson, Kendall Snow,
day.
and manager Douglas G. Smith. Middlebury team.
Maine Wins
Maine wound up in first place
ATTENTION. STUDENTS!
in the tournament play with a
record of one win no losses and
Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials to you one tie (1-0-1), Colby was sec(1) Lube, $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off
ond winning one and losing one
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR CAR PROBLEMS
(1-1-0) and Bates finished third
with a record of one tie and one
loss (0-1-1).

Sports Banquet

Four Bobcat Gridders

On All-Opponent Team

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —

DAY'S
J ewe I e rs
Opticians
84 Lisbon Street
TRY OUR STUDENT
LAY-AWAY PLAN

SMITTY'S
Barber Shop

JEAN'S
Modern Shoe Repair

ROUND FLAT TOPS
FLAT ROUND TOPS

SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
RESTYLE
LADIES'
SHOES
with New Slim Heels
Zippers Repaired & Renewed

Believe It or Not, They Come
Out Flat!
Easy to Find: One Block Up
Campus Ave. from J.B., then right
down one block from Golder St.

4-7621

HOW'S TOUR BRIDGE?
Play a duplicate contract
bridge game at the Auburn YMCA and find
out. Weekly at 7:30 p. m.
on Wednesday.
Partnership arranged after
arrival if necessary. Call
Mr. Dionne. director. Tel.
2-9695. Admission 75c.

CHUCICW»30N^
Drive In R«staufdnt - V

720 SABATTUS ST.

i

ST 2-9327
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By Bob Zering '62 and Dave Singer '61

Smith South Wins Title

success to the fact "'hat we woi
mainly because of scoring mor
The 1960 Intramural Football points and by being inspired b;
season drew to a close Sunday, spirits during most of our
as the Smith South "Rebels" of games." The campus "bon vivant"
the A League, led by player- also expressed as his only regrr"
coach John Curry edged the as being the inability to find a
"Rover Boys" of West Parker situation in which to use his fa
13-6. The defense-minded "Reb- mous "X-play" (a double reels" held their opponents to a verse with a statue-of-liberty on
single touchdown as seniors Cur- the end).
ry and Dick Pavelegio each „. ,.
_.,
_. . .
, ,
., .
■ ,
Sheldon, Riley Picked
scored to pace their club to a
The outstanding players in
victory.
the grid action were Charlie
West Over North 12-6
Sheldon of Smith North for tht
Earlier in the week, in a bat- "B" league and George Riley of
tle of the undefeated teams, Smith South for the senior cirWest Parker had edged Smith cuit. Sheldon was chosen for hi
North by a similar 13-6 score to stellar defensive work and pas
emerge as the winner in the "B" ! catching, while Riley was given
league competition. The Polar the nod for his work as th<
Bears from North had previously ; champion's quarterback.
been unscored upon but the
passing attack of their opponents
complete with the pass-catching
of Charlie Moreshead was too
much for them.
Selected as "Coach of the
•**
Year", John Curry attributed his
USED TIRES
ROAD SERVICE
Attention, Students:
•••
FOR YOU: 10%
S & H Green Stamps
COURTESY DISCOUNT
»*»
Quality Brand Clothes
Ivy League, Continental Styles
RUSSELL & MAIN
Tel. 3-0311
TONY FOURNIER'S

SAM'S ESSO
SERVICENTER

MEN'S SHOP
•:•••

Park & Main Sts.

:,L

T"HE INTRAMURAL SCENE
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THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL
69 SABATTUS STREET

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

DeWITT
HOTEL

LEWISTON

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

Nearest the College
$1.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials - 7 Days a Week

BIOLOGICALS

DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
Tel. 4-5491

Main Si. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-2011

